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Abstract

The aim of the present work is the investigation of the structural, mechanical and tribological properties of low-wear diamond-
like carbon(DLC) coatings for industrial applications. Amorphous hydrogen-free(a-C) and hydrogenated(a-C:H) DLC coatings
were coated onto various steel substrates(AISI 1045H, B7, H13, D2, M2) with hardness levels varying from 28 to 66 HRC, by
employing the pulsed laser deposition(PLD) method. Therefore, graphite targets were ablated with the 1064 nm wavelength of
an Nd:YAG laser in argon and C H atmospheres. The high mean laser power of the applied PLD equipment guarantees deposition2 2

rates competitive to other physical vapour deposition(PVD) techniques. Because of the specific process conditions and the use
of pure titanium adhesive interface layers, coatings with high adhesion to the substrates were produced at room temperature. The
investigations of the coatings by means of light and scanning electron microscopy reveals the high surface quality and extremely
dense coating structures. XRD measurements indicated the amorphous structure of the coatings. The nature of the chemical
bonding was examined by XPS, indicating different amounts of sp carbon bonds. Pin-on-disc tests against 100Cr6 ball-bearing3

steel balls as counterparts show an excellent wear resistance of a-C and a-C:H DLC coatings on all different steel substrates.
These results, demonstrated the applicability of PLD–DLC coatings for wear protection of high precision components in the field
of tools and mechanical components.
� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the previous years, coatings of amorphous
diamond-like carbon(DLC) have been one of the
exciting research topics in materials science and struc-
tural engineering, all over the world. These coatings
have very attractive tribological properties such as low
friction, high hardness, chemical inertness and high
surface qualityw1x. In contrast to most of the other wear
resistant hard coatings, DLC coatings not only exhibits
low friction coefficients and low film wear rates, but
can also protect the opposite rubbing surface from
significant wearw2x. This unique feature makes the DLC
coatings more attractive and promising in applications
to improve the tribological performance of mechanical
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components which are in sliding contact, e.g. in struc-
tural engineering or in tooling applications.
These beneficial properties of DLC are due to the

mixture of tetrahedral(sp ) and trigonal(sp ) bonding3 2

constituents of carbon in the coatingw1x. Furthermore,
the mechanical properties(e.g. hardness, Young’s mod-
ulus, adhesion to the substrate, internal stresses) as well
as important electronic properties(e.g. optical gap,
photoluminescence, conduction behaviour) could be tai-
lored, to a certain extent by varying the spysp bonding3 2

ratio w1x. Deposition of DLC films can be accomplished
at low substrate temperatures and at high deposition
rates, by utilizing a wide range of PA-CVD and PVD
methods, including pulsed laser deposition(PLD) w1x.
In the latter technique, a pulsed laser beam is focused
onto a target to evaporate its surface. The vaporised
material—consisting of atoms, ions and atomic clus-
ters—is then deposited onto the substrate, which is
mounted opposite to the target, in the vacuum chamber.
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Table 1
Hardness and surface roughness of various substrate materials

Substrate, AISI(DIN) Hardness(HRC) RoughnessR (nm)a

1045H(Ck 45) 28.9"0.5 4.01
B7 (42 CrMo 4) 50.9"0.5 4.24
H13 (X40 CrMoV 5 1) 52.6"0.5 4.43
D2 (X155 CrVMo 12 1) 59.8"0.5 7.19
M2 (HS 6-5-2) 65.6"0.5 5.69

The most important advantage of this method is the
possibility of varying the spysp ratio in the DLC3 2

coatings, because of the high kinetic energy of the
vaporised materialw3x. Furthermore, a deposition of
both hydrogenated(a-C:H) and hydrogen-free(a-C)
DLC coatings too, is possible at deposition rates which
are comparable to other CVD and PVD processesw4,5x.
Despite the superior tribological properties of PLD–

DLC films, as demonstrated by several authors in the
recent yearsw4–6x, a breakthrough in the industrial
applications for tools and structural components would
not be achieved. The lack of large facilities in PLD
coatings might be one of the major causes. In addition,
the knowledge about the friction and wear data for
PLD–DLC films, deposited onto steels of different
hardness at common humidities(50–60%) is very lim-
ited so far. To close this gap in the present work, five
common steels of mechanical components and tools
were coated with a-C and a-C:H DLC films, in order to
investigate the mechanical and tribological behaviours
of industrially applicable coatings.

2. Experimental

2.1. Film deposition

Electro-graphite targets(99.5% carbon, impurities of
vanadium, titanium, hydrogen and oxygen) were used
for the ablation experiments using a pulsed Nd:YAG
laser, which provides a beam of 1064 nm wavelength,
1 J pulse energy and 10 ns pulse duration at a repetition
rate of 10 Hzw7,8x. The targets were rotated during the
laser irradiation in order to avoid the formation of deep
craters. The emitted species were deposited at room
temperature(approx. 258C) in argon or C H atmos-2 2

pheres onto quenched and tempered steel substrates
(AISI 1045H, B7, H13, D2, M2), of different hardness
with mirror-polished surfaces(Table 1). Deposition rates
between 15 and 35 nmymin have been reached for both
a-C and a-C:H coatings, deposited in Ar, respectively;
C H atmospheres, which are partially, extremely higher2 2

as compared with DLC deposition with most of the
other well-known methods of PVD and CVD. Prior to
film deposition, the substrates were cleaned ultrasoni-
cally in pure acetone and ethanol. To increase the
adhesion to the substrate titanium adhesive interface
layers were deposited prior to the carbon deposition.

2.2. Film characterisation

The surface quality, growth structures and wear scars
of the coatings were inspected with a light and a
scanning electron microscope(Cambridge Instruments
Stereoscan 360). The latter was equipped with energy
and a wavelength dispersive analyser(EDS and WDS),
for chemical analysis.
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS) was

employed to investigate the chemical bonding in the
coatings, using an Omicron Multiprobe system with a
monochromised AlKa (1486.6 eV) X-ray beam and an
EA 125 energy analyser. The spectrometer was operated
in fixed analyser energy transmission mode(FAT), at a
base pressure of 4=10 Pa. The resolution of they9

chosen set-up is better than 0.6 eV and the detection
sensitivity is approximately 1 vol.%. For cleaning the
samples, an Omicron ‘ISE 10’ sputter gun using Arq

ions was applied.
The hardnesses and Young’s moduli of the films have

been determined by nano-indentation with a Berkovich
indenter. The applied maximum load was approximately
10 mN and the loading rates were approximately 20 nm
s for all measurements. The indentation depth(;125y1

nm) and the film thickness(;600 nm) were kept
constant to prevent substrate influences and indentation-
size effects.
The dry sliding friction of the DLC films at room

temperature(25 8C) was evaluated using, a CSEM
Instruments high-temperature pin-on-disc tribometer
with 6 mm 100Cr6 bearing steel balls as counterparts.
All experiments were carried out on the as-deposited,
ultrasonically cleaned coatings surfaces. The applied
load was 2 and 10 N at a sliding speed of 0.1 m s .y1

Optical profilometry (Veeco NT-1000) was used to
inspect wear tracks for analysing wear mechanisms and
wear coefficients, as well as for the characterisation of
surface roughness.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Physical and chemical properties of DLC films

SEM investigations of fracture sections of all coatings,
revealed dense coating structures and very smooth sur-
faces with only a few defects(e.g. larger particulates
ablated from the target). The corresponding roughnesses
are given in Table 2. The slightly higher roughness of
the a-C:H coatings might be caused by the higher
deposition rates, and lower energies of the deposited
species in C H atmospheres, as argued by Ebihara et2 2

al. w9x. The reason for this phenomenon is the superpos-
ition of the high-energetic species ablated from the
graphite target, and the relatively low-energetic species
delivered by dissociation of the process gas. XRD
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Fig. 1. XPS spectra of the C1s peak of a(a) hydrogen-free(a-C) and
(b) hydrogen-containing(a-C:H) DLC film. For the deconvolution of
the measured cumulative peak, the sp , sp and C–O peaks, each being2 3

a mixture of a Gaussian and Lorentzian peak, have been applied.

Table 2
Properties of the DLC films deposited

Types of coating Process gas(deposition) RoughnessR (nm) (on M2)a sp content(%)3 Hardness(GPa) Young’s modulus(GPa)

a-C Argon 6.74 36 19.9"0.6 190.0"3.5
a-C:H C H2 2 8.35 23 6.6"0.6 164.8"2.1

investigations of 4mm thick coatings on molybdenum
substrates indicated an amorphous structure.
XPS investigations of the C1s peak lead to a sp3

carbon bond content of approximately 36% for a:C
coatings and 23% for a-C:H films. These values were
evaluated by fitting the C1s peak with the two main
components, diamond represented by sp bondings(peak3

at 285.2 eV) and graphite represented by sp bondings2

(peak at 284.4 eV), and by calculating the areal fractions
under the peaksw10x. Furthermore, small contents of
C–O bondings were detected. The contribution of the
background was approximated by the Shirley method.
The XPS spectra of both films, and the deconvolution
in diamond and graphite correspondent contents are
shown in Fig. 1. The relatively low sp contents of the3

coatings are in agreement with Voevodin’s observation
w4x, of the growth of mainly graphitic films that are
produced by PLD of carbon, employing 1064 nm
Nd:YAG laser radiation at laser pulse power densities,
lower than 10 W cm .11 y2

Quantitative information about the adhesion of the
DLC coatings to the M2 steel substrate was supplied by
Rockwell indentationsw11x. For both types of coatings
with a thickness of approximately 600 nm on substrate
materials, with hardness higher than 54 HRC(D2, M2),
an adhesive strength class HF 2–3 was found, which is
connected to some small break-out areas around the
indentation, and some short cracks. Nano-indentations
revealed a significant lower hardness and Young’s mod-
ulus of the a-C:H coatings(Table 2), caused by the
lower sp contentw4x.3

3.2. Tribological properties of the films

3.2.1. Friction coefficient evolution and wear
mechanisms
The coefficient of friction, the wear mechanism and

the wear rate of the PLD–DLC coatings were investi-
gated in dependence on the chemical composition of the
films, and the substrate hardness at common industrial
conditions (room temperature, relatively high ambient
relative humidities of approximately 60%). Examples of
frictional curves of a-C and a-C:H coatings on M2 steel
substrates, which are representative for all substrates,
are shown in Fig. 2.
During the short run-in(sliding distance of approx.

20 m), the frictional coefficient fluctuated in the range
of 0.10–0.25, which might be due to the initial rough-
ness of the two surfaces in contact, is followed by

asperity cracking and formation of wear debris as argued
by Holmberg et al.w2x. After the run-in phase, the
frictional coefficient remains constant, but it is strongly
dependent on the ambient humidity. A reduction of the
humidity from 60% down to 40% leads to a significant
drop of the frictional coefficient from approximately
0.20 to approximately 0.05–0.07, which is in accordance
with the observation of various authors(e.g. w12–14x).
The wear mechanisms of the coatings are strongly
dependent on the substrate hardness(see chapter 3.2.3).
At the surface of the counterpart(100Cr6 steel ball)
abrasive wear and the formation of nearly pure carbon
wear debris, with high adhesion to the steel ball can be
observed (Fig. 3). Comparable formations of wear-
protective graphitic layers, containing mainly transfer
materials from the coatings, have been widely reported
in the literaturew15,16x. The total sliding distance up to
the end of the wear lifetime of the coating is strongly
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of the friction coefficient in dependency of the
sliding distance in the pin-on-disc test(10 N, 0.1 m s , 258C, 60%y1

humidity) for (a) a-C and(b) a-C:H DLC films on M2 steel substrates
(65.6 HRC). The detail in(a) shows the run-in phase of the a-C film.

Fig. 4. Influence of substrate hardness on the(a) frictional coefficient,
on the(b) wear of a-C films and 100Cr6 counterparts and on the(c)
wear of a-C:H films and 100Cr6 counterparts.

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of the wear scar and the carbon transfer layer
of a 100Cr6 ball-bearing steel counterpart after 1000 m sliding on a
a-C film (10 N, 0.1 m s , 258C, 60% humidity), deposited on H13y1

steel substrate.

dependent on the combination of applied load and
substrate hardness. This state is characterised by a fast
increase of the frictional coefficients to approximately

0.7, representing the characteristic value of steelysteel
contact.

3.2.2. Effect of sp ysp ratio and hydrogen content to2 3

friction and wear
Pin-on-disc tests performed at the higher humidity of

60%, reveals no significant influence of the spysp2 3

ratio and hydrogen content on the friction and wear
behaviour(see Fig. 4a), in accordance to Holmbergw2x,
although significant differences in the hardness and the
Young’s modulus were given. On the other hand, the
film wear rates on the substrates of different hardnesses
investigated, are strongly dependent on the spysp ratio.2 3

The sp richer a-C coatings of higher hardness proved3

to be more wear resistant compared with sp richer,2

softer a-C:H coatings(Fig. 4b and c). In contrast, the
counterparts sliding against a-C coatings, suffered from
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Fig. 5. Three-dimensional views from optical profilometry investiga-
tions of the wear tracks of a-C:H films, deposited onto a(a) H13 and
(b) M2 steel substrate after the run-in period(50 m, 10 N, 0.1 m
s , 25 8C, 60% humidity), indicating different wear mechanisms:y1

(a) centre cracks leading to transfer layers,(b) pure abrasive wear
without cracks in the film.

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of the wear tracks of a-C:H films, deposited
onto a(a) H13 and(b) M2 steel substrate after the run-in period(50
m, 10 N, 0.1 m s , 258C, 60% humidity), indicating different weary1

mechanisms:(a) delamination of the coating leading to transfer lay-
ers,(b) pure abrasive wear without cracks in the film.

more severe wear than compared to counterparts sliding
against a-C:H coatings. These phenomenona were found
for CVD–DLC coatings toow17x, and can be attributed
to the higher hardness due to the higher sp content of3

the a-C coatings.

3.2.3. Effect of substrate hardness on friction and wear
Comparing the frictional coefficients after the run-in

of a-C:H and a-C films(Fig. 4a), values in the range
of 0.18–0.21 can be observed in the regime of high
humidity (60%), which is independent of the substrate
hardness. This behaviour is in accordance with the
investigations of CVD–DLC coatings deposited on alu-
minium substrates of different hardnessw18x.
In contrast, wear is significantly influenced by the

substrate hardness. High plastic deformation of the
substrates with lower hardness(1045H, B7, H13) occurs
during testing, presenting a maximum value at the centre
of the wear trackw19x. Optical profilometry observations
indicated, pushed-out material at the borders of the track
too (Fig. 5a). The brittle coating cannot follow this
deformation leading to crack nucleation and propagation
in the highest deformed areas. Due to high adhesion to
the substrate, only very small parts of the coatings
delaminate and forms, wear debris(see SEMmicrograph
in Fig. 6a). Abrasive wear as well as the formation of
transfer layers(see, Fig. 5a), after debris accumulation
in the wear track, can be initiated by loosing this debris.
The latter may be caused by the high chemical reactivity
of the carbon, and the metallic titanium of the adhesive
interface layer, combined with the high temperatures,
occurring during the frictional contact at local ‘hot spots’
w20x. No formation of a transfer layer was found during
pin-on-disc tests of DLC coatings without adhesive

titanium interfaces under the same testing parameters.
Furthermore, WDS examinations of the transfer layers
showed high contents of carbon, iron, oxygen(from the
atmosphere) and titanium.
The threshold for the crack nucleation, leading to the

formation of transfer layer was found between substrate
hardness levels in the range of 53 and 59 HRC for 10
N, applied normal load at sliding speeds of 0.1 m sy1

for both a-C and a-C:H coatings. If the plastic defor-
mation of the substrate is too high, which was found
e.g. for 1045H and B9 steel substrates at a load of 10
N, rapid crack nucleation and propagation occurs not
only at the centre, but also at the borders of the worn
area. Due to large delaminated areas, the frictional
coefficient rapidly rises to approximately 0.7(steely
steel contact). The wear lifetime in these cases was very
low (approx. 10 m sliding distance). To prevent cracking
at the borders of the worn area, the load was reduced
to 2 N. This again leads to the formation of a transfer
layer. If the substrate hardness exceeded the threshold,
for preventing the cracking of films, only when abrasive
wear of the films occurred. This was found in the pin-
on-disc tests performed on the films deposited onto D2
and M2 steel substrates(Fig. 6b). Furthermore, very
low depths of the wear track(Fig. 5b) were observed.
Comparing the wear rates of both a-C and a-C:H

coatings, deposited onto substrates of different hardness-
es were investigated, and a slight tendency to lower the
film wear could be found at higher substrate hardnesses
(Fig. 4b,c). For these considerations, only the lost
volume of the films was taken into account, and not the
volume of the transfer layers. In addition, the wear rate
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of the 100Cr6 ball follows the same tendency; in
accordance to reports from Ronkainenw17x, as well as
the higher wear rates for the lower loads. The latter
phenomenon is due to the load dependency of wear
tests, and is strongly related to the Holm wear relation-
ship w2x.

4. Conclusion

Hydrogen-free(a-C) and hydrogenated(a-C:H) amor-
phous diamond-like carbon(DLC) coatings were depos-
ited, with a pulsed laser deposition(PLD) system by
ablation of electro-graphite targets in argon and C H2 2

atmospheres. The very smooth and dense coatings
showed, good adhesion to the steel substrates of various
hardnesses ranging from 28 to 66 HRC. Tribological
investigations(pin-on-disk tests) were carried out at
common ambient conditions(60% humidity and 258C),
leading to frictional coefficients of approximately 0.2,
for both a-C and a-C:H coatings on all substrate mate-
rials. The wear mechanisms are strongly dependent on
the hardness of the substrate. At low substrate hardness
levels, a transfer layer occurs after delamination of film
particles, due to high plastic deformation of the substrate
under the friction load, whereas at hardness levels above
53 to 59 HRC for 10 N, load abrasions were found to
be the main wear mechanism. In general, a-C coatings
showed lower wear rates than a-C:H coatings. In con-
trast, sliding on a-C:H coatings leads to lower wear of
the counterpart. Summing up, the presented PLD–DLC
coatings shows an excellent tribological properties for
the industrial application in the fields of cutting and
forming tools, bearings and medical implantations.
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